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Worlds of imagination under one roof…Meraki House Comics, LLC is an indie comic book publishing 

house located in St. Louis, Mo since 2007. Our mission since day one was to help inspiring artist expand 

their portfolios while providing a safe creative environment to produce their works. We pride ourselves 

in being a 100% creator owned company in which we merely provide the vehicle to produce and sell the  

 

The Publishing House Department is the heart and soul of the company, overseeing the production of all 

graphic novels, comic books, and web comics officially founded in 2007 under the original name Little 

Guy Productions. The name has changed but the mission stays the same, help inspiring artist reach their 

full potential by providing a safe creative environment to produce their works. Any and all works are 

100% creator owned and are only leased by Meraki House Comics for the duration of the individual 

contract.  

Meraki House Comics, LLC Publishing House is one of five divisions. 

Submissions:  

Here at Meraki House Comics, we are currently seeking professional minded creators that have a strong 

desire to enter the comic book/ art industry but don’t otherwise have an outlet for their skills and 



talents. Below Is listed on the step-by-step guidelines to submit your work for publication with our 

company. 

Meraki House Comics, LLC only publishes creator-owned material.  

 We’re only interested in publishing original content for which you would retain 
all rights. Do Not submit any content that is; already existing character, stories 
that portray explicit sexual content/ nudity, homophobic, xenophobic, or racist 
language or descriptions, as they will automatically be declined. Any story that 
deals with sensitive subjects must be proceeded with a trigger warning label 
before submission along with the intended message of the story, such as a 
story dealing with PTSD or mental illness.  

We do not contract any artist/ creator. All artist and creators are sub-contract/ 
independent that operate under their own studio and must file a W-9 at the end 
of the year for any earning produced with Meraki House Comics, LLC.  

Meraki House Comics take a small flat fee off of books published and it is the 
responsibility of the creator/ team leader to determine the division of the 
remaining pay between their creative team members.  

All stories/ art that is submitted must be legible with clean line art. That 
includes tile logo and character designs as well as word bubbles/ boxes. If we 
note any kind of change to the title, we will do so with the full approval of the 
original creative team.    

 We accept inking, penciling, lettering, or coloring samples.  These will be kept 
on file and you may be contacted if and when the occasion presents itself. If 
your art-only submission is not kept on file, you will not get a response. DO 
NOT Submit Original Art As You Will Not Get It Back.  

Writers: We accept proposals only (see Proposal Requirements below)—
please do not send storyboards, scripts, notes, or manuscripts—anything other 
than a proposal that meets the below specifications will be automatically  
declined. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

                              PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS: 

Email jwcurry@merakihousecomics.com with the subject head “Submissions” 
Due to both COVID-19 restrictions and restrictive office space we are not 
accepting any physical or mail in submissions at this time.  

1. Submit a brief typed letter that clearly summarizes your project  
And at least 4-5 samples of previous work and links to social media or 
websites such as Pinterest, DeviantArt, or Instagram that showcase 
your work. Along with contact information (name, e-mail, phone number)  

2. A one-page typed synopsis of the story arc, this is your pitch keep it 
clean and to the point. Tell us about your story and what sets it apart 
from others, who are your target audience, and mostly what are your 
plans for the story. Is it a one-shot, a graphic novel, on-going series? 
Will it be a printed in B/W or Color, or is it strictly a web comic?  

3. Submit all work as PDF in a zip file_ That is the format required by our 
printing department. All pages must already be in the proper format and 
size for printing.  

4. Do Not Send, character bio pages or sketches. The Pitch email should 
contain Cover Art Samples with one with the title.\Logo and the other 
without, and at least the first five pages of the story.  Along with the list 
of each member of the creative team, and their individual task on the 
project. 

5. If the title is yet to be completed, you must provide a realistic date on 
which will foresee it completed to allow us proper time to market/ 
advertise the project. Any title that does not meet deadlines will not be 
published. 
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND:  
 

➢  The creative team in your pitch is the one we expect to see 
working on the book. If for any reasons a team member leaves the 
project you must notify Meraki House Comics with a reason on 
their departure and how that will effect the title. If it is one of the 
original creators of the title it may run the risk of being unpublished 
unless that person/s relinquishes their creative rights to the other 
members of the team. However, before the project can continue 
the team must replace the missing member or showcase, they can 
absorb the responsibilities of said persons without hurting their 
own duties.  

➢ We are not looking for any specific genre of comic book. We are 
looking for titles that are well written with original story arcs by 
people who are professional, dedicated to their craft and can meet 
deadlines. 

➢ Please Do Not hand employees’ submissions at comic book 
conventions. Your submission may be misplaced, lost or 
discarded.  

 
Thank You for your interest in Meraki House Comics, LLC and we would like to 
wish you good luck and hope to hear from you soon.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


